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ABSTRACT

Power conscious PC processors, mobile processors, cryptography processors, RFID tags, etc. have obviously supported the trend of ubiquitous network and computing. The authors have developed a ubiquitous processor named HCgorilla under the strategy to unify these devices. The unification of those devices has been effective to achieve power consciousness for Green IT and security for ubiquitous environment. The target of this study is the shift of HCgorilla to SoC, considering the exploitation of adaptability to SoC and resource-constrained implementation is cutting edge microprocessor tendency. Since this requires the total improvement of HCgorilla, the complicated clock schemes are optimally unified together. One of most important clock schemes applied to HCgorilla is a waved MFU (multifunctional unit). Although gated clock and scan path have been supported by standard CAD tools, the wave-pipelining has been mainly done by manual tuning because it has not always been so popular. Thus, these clock schemes are totally introduced. Specific features of the improved HCgorilla and its implementation in a CMOS standard cell chip are described in this article. The HCgorilla.7 chip developed in this study is the best in view of clock speed, occupied area, power consumption, and hardware security.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most remarkable trends of next generation information and communication technologies are ubiquitous network, computing, environment, etc. However, the rapid increase of recent years ubiquitous technologies have given rise to serious concerns about power dissipation and security issues which are getting worse by the fact that the majority of these technologies are resource constrained in terms of chip area and battery energy available. For example, LCD and processors consume similar power in running mobile devices. While LCD is turned on only when it is used to display some information, processors are always in standby state to receive calling anytime. Thus, the restriction for the power saving of mobile devices is inevitably imposed on processors.

In order to solve the issue described above, the authors have unified the role of PC processors, mobile processors, cryptography processors, RFID tags, etc. into a ubiquitous processor architecture named HCgorilla [1]. Strategy for the development of HCgorilla has been to achieve power consciousness for Green IT and security for ubiquitous environment. In order to attain power conscious high performance, HCgorilla has promptly followed the paradigm shift of PC processors from the speed up of clock to the introduction of parallelism. One of most important processor techniques applied to HCgorilla is a waved MFU (multifunctional unit) that is the combination of multifunctionalization and wave-pipelining [2]. This is very effective for scheduling free ILP (instruction level parallelism). In addition, the wave-pipelining has potential features for power conscious high speed [3].

Considering cutting edge microprocessor tendency, the adaptability of HCgorilla to SoC and resource-constrained implementation are crucial features. Thus, the shift of HCgorilla to SoC is very important. In order to exploit the adaptability to SoC, the total improvement of HCgorilla is required. With respect to this viewpoint, it is really effective to improve complicated clock schemes. Although gated clocking, scan test, and wave-pipelining are known, the situation of most microprocessor techniques is as follows.

- Individual technique is not so enough by itself, but is used in the form of hybrid techniques.
- While gated clocking and scan test have been supported by regular CAD tools, the wave-pipelining has been mainly done by manual tuning because it...
has not always been so popular.

Thus, the aim of the study is the further improvement of HCgorilla chips for the next generation ubiquitous environment with particular emphasis on the total optimum design of the HCgorilla’s clock scheme [4]. The improved HCgorilla is implemented in a CMOS standard cell chip. Specific features of the HCgorilla chip are also described.

2. ARCHITECTURE

2.1 Architecture and Instruction Set

Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of HCgorilla that takes symmetric multicore and multiple pipeline structure. Following HW/SW codesign approach, HCgorilla receives the benefit of software support such as parallelizing compilers and language interface [1]. Symmetric cores run multiple threads in parallel. Each core has two arithmetic media pipes and a cipher pipe.

![Fig.1: Architecture of HCgorilla](image)

Table 1 summarizes the instruction set of HCgorilla. It is composed of 2 cipher instructions executed by a cipher pipe and 58 Java compatible instructions executed by a media pipe. The cipher instructions are SIMD (single instruction stream multiple data stream) mode. Cipher streaming is possible due to SIMD mode instructions. Excepting jump instructions, sequential media instructions are related to stack operation because the HCgorilla’s media pipe basically follows Java CPU and is a stack machine. The stack-related media instructions are divided into integer and floating point types. Floating point arithmetic instructions is provided to cover Java compatibility and the capability of precise control, which are fundamental aspects of SoC applications.

The reason why stack-related media instructions are provided with a set of two is due to the existence of two stacks per media pipe. The meaning of the parallel stack is described at the end of next section. Arithmetic instructions are also provided with each stack. A pair of arithmetic instructions, for example, imul and limul, are alternately issued by one clock.

2.2 Waved MFU

The media pipe’s execution (EX) stage or waved MFU is described more in detail. Although floating point arithmetic is inevitable for SoC, floating point arithmetic instructions take longer latency in the execution by a general EX stage. This is composed of IU (integer unit) and FPU (floating point unit) as shown in Fig. 2 (a). This requires instruction scheduling in the execution of the mixed sequence of floating point and integer type instructions, which frequently occurs in SoC applications. Then, the instruction scheduling causes pipeline disturbance that surely degrades the throughput in instructions per second.

![Fig.2: Organization of (a) a basic EX stage (b) MFU (c) a waved MFU](image)
A possible way to avoid the instruction scheduling required by the basic EX stage shown in Fig. 2 (a) is to merge IU and FPU into MFU as shown in Fig. 2 (b). This surely executes every function with the same latency. However, the MFU’s clock speed $f_{\text{MFU}}$ is slower than that of the basic EX stage, $f_{\text{basic}}$ because the increase of circuit scale accompanied with the multifunctionalization elongates the critical path. This results in the degradation of clock speed. Thus, the simply merging of FUs (functional units) does not always promise the total enhancement of processor performance.

In order to completely unify FUs without deteriorating clock speed, wave-pipelining shown in Fig. 2 (c) is really promising. While a regular pipeline depends on pipeline registers and the tuning of maximum delay, a wave-pipeline does not use pipeline registers [5]. Since the clock speed $f_{\text{wave}}$ of the waved MFU is not related to logic depth, but determined by the difference between the critical path delay and the minimum path delay of the waved circuit, $f_{\text{wave}}$ is improved as follows:

$$f_{\text{wave}} < f_{\text{MFU}}$$

(1)

Thus, the employment of a waved MFU in the EX stage of the HGgorilla’s media pipe releases instruction scheduling without any overhead and thus overcomes the fundamental issue of EX stage described above.

The meaning of providing the waved MFU with parallel stack, as is illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 (c), is to adjust the timing between the 1-clock stack stage and the two-clock waved MFU. The timing constraint for the media pipe is held by making the two stacks alternatively supply data to the waved MFU. The parallel stack is prepared corresponding to the following relation.

Wave degree = waved MFU’s latency/$f_{\text{wave}}$.  

(2)

Although clocks-variable [6] and cycle-variable or adaptive clock [7] might be more sophisticated clock systems than wave-pipelining, these are accompanied with trade-off against throughput. With respect to this point, the waved MFU in combination with parallel stacks is a more effective strategy for clock systems.

2.3 Overall Behaviour

Fig. 3 shows the internal behaviour of HGgorilla operating at full capacity. The core 1 is focused for the sake of simple representation and data flow is illustrated within both media and cipher pipes. Media data is divided into two threads and assigned into the media pipes. Then, each thread is further divided into the two stacks, which alternatively supply data to the waved MFU.

Cipher data is buffered in the register file that is the shared memory of the double core. Register file and data cache is word structured to deal with plain and cipher texts. These are divided into blocks as is similar to AES (advanced encryption standard) and DES (data encryption standard). Since each word is 2-byte width, a pixel, for example, occupies one and a half word. The plaintext of an image data, exemplified as cipher data in Fig. 3, is divided into blocks whose size corresponds to the size of buffer or register file.

Due to restricted hardware quantity in designing HGgorilla, a cipher pipe uses LFSR (linear feedback shift register) as RNG (random number generator). The cost of LFSR is negligible small. The cipher pipe does double encryption during the transfer of the image data from the register file to data cache [4]. While an LFSR controls the transposition cipher called RAC (random number addressing cryptography), another LFSR controls a substitution cipher implemented by the hidable unit, HIDU.

2.4 Fundamental Aspects

The fundamental aspects of HGgorilla are three-fold. The first one is power conscious resource-constrained implementation for Green IT. In general, power saving of processor systems has been done by the control of supply voltage, clock, and parallelism. The supply voltage is sometimes scaled down [8] and sometimes gated [9]. Then, the clock is also scaled [10] and gated [11]. Gated clocking is a cell-based approach for power saving at microarchitecture level. It stops the clocking of such circuit blocks with low activity that waste switching power. Since leakage power is not a critical factor in the case of the 0.18-μm CMOS standard cell process used in this study, the gated clock is very effective for power saving. The parallelism has been applied at various levels from program to microarchitecture. Wave-pipelining at a lower level is a more effective strategy for power saving as well as high speed clocking [2]. It has been so far applied to arithmetic logics, circuit blocks, pipeline stages, etc.
Fig. 4 shows the total clock scheme applied to the HCgorilla’s media pipe. The targets of gated clocking are the stack access and EX stages where switching probability is higher. In addition, scan logic is introduced for DFT (design for testability). The scan logic is applied to pipeline registers. Although gated clock and scan path have been supported by regular CAD tools, the wave-pipelining has been mainly done by manual tuning. Thus, the clock scheme shown in Fig. 4 is implemented in the context as follows. The pipeline registers are made to play the role of a shift register. The role is determined by a scan control signal. The serial mode of the shift register is used in the validation of the HCgorilla chip. On the other hand, a clocking gate unit is placed after the instruction decode stage.

Considering (i) scan test repeats FF switching more frequently than normal operation, (ii) the test clock is not slower than the system clock because detecting delay faults is one of most important target of scan test, scan test consumes large power. This often causes large voltage drop and results in the reverse of signals. In addition, generated heat even causes structural damages to Si, bonding wire, and package [12]. In view of power conscious testing, more efficient cells than MUX, for example, MUX-scan D-FF, is reasonable in exchanging between scan test and normal operation [13].

Cipher strength \( \leq 2^{\text{LFSR 1 size} + \text{LFSR 2 size}} \times \text{clock cycle time} \).

Since

\[ \text{LFSR 1 size} = \text{LFSR 2 size} \geq \log_2 \left\{ \frac{\text{register file length}}{2} \right\} \]

holds from Fig. 3, the register file length and the block size are critical factors of cipher strength. However, further expanding the register file and data cache surely causes the increase of power dissipation, the deterioration of clock speed, throughput, etc. Thus, the demand of cipher strength is inevitably limited.

Owing to the two aspects described above, HCgorilla is provided with the third aspect of adaptability to SoC. SoC is used in the three major fields of communication, multimedia and control. The double core covers bidirectional communication. Since HCgorilla’s media pipe is Java compatible, it fosters multimedia processing in a ubiquitous community. Then, HCgorilla is suited to control because the waved MFU executes floating point arithmetic instructions. This is effective for precise NC (numerical control) machining, GPS navigation, etc.

3. CHIP IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Design

The chip implementation of HCgorilla is focused on in this section with particular emphasis on the total optimum design of the HCgorilla’s clock scheme. Although the clock is wired in the physical layout design after the logic design, HCgorilla’s clock scheme is taking into account of in various design steps as shown in Fig. 5.
account of by the RTL design because it is carried out by a control circuit. This is described by the RTL design. Rough tuning in the delay analysis step and fine tuning in the layout design step are the delay tuning required for the wave-pipelining. Although the local clock and global clock are the same in this study, the implementation of the clock scheme shown in Fig. 5 allows further development of HCgorilla.

Table 2 summarizes the design environment of HCgorilla chips. The technology of ROHM 0.18-μm CMOS Kyotouniv Standard Cell Library is basically available for the development of HCgorilla chips. What we have devised is the script of power planning in Perl. Fig. 6 shows the die photo of HCgorilla.7 developed in this study.

3.2 Evaluation

The evaluation is based on simulation that employs netlist extracted from chip layout. The simulation is performed basically by using CAD tools shown in Table 2. Then, the factors to be evaluated are usual ones of microprocessor techniques, that is, speed, occupied area, and power consumption. Clock frequency is achieved from timing analysis by using Synopsys Design Compiler. Power dissipation is rated from power analysis by using a circuit simulator, Synopsys VCS, and a DUV (device under verification) simulator written in Verilog.

Table 2: Design Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Red Hat Linux / CentOS 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis tool</td>
<td>Synopsys-Design Compiler D-2010.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation tool</td>
<td>Synopsys-VCS version Y-2006.06-SP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical implementation tool</td>
<td>Synopsys-IC Compiler C-2009.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification tool</td>
<td>Mentor-Calibre 2010.02, 13.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent verification tool</td>
<td>Synopsys-Formality B-2008.09-SP5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Timing analysis tool</td>
<td>Synopsys-Primetime pt, vA-2007.12-SP3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Specific Features HCgorilla Chips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Rate</th>
<th>HCGorilla3</th>
<th>HCGorilla4</th>
<th>HCGorilla5</th>
<th>HCGorilla6</th>
<th>HCGorilla7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design tech</td>
<td>ROHM 0.18μm CMOS</td>
<td>1 ps/1.5 km inverter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>7.5 mm x 5.2 mm</td>
<td>6.0 mm x 5.9 mm</td>
<td>5.0 mm x 6.0 mm</td>
<td>5.0 mm x 6.0 mm</td>
<td>5.0 mm x 6.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>0.1-W/2.5-V/30-mV</td>
<td>0.1-W/2.5-V/30-mV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>214 mW</td>
<td>214 mW</td>
<td>214 mW</td>
<td>214 mW</td>
<td>214 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction cache</td>
<td>16-bit 3.4 kB + 2</td>
<td>16-bit 3.4 kB + 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code cache</td>
<td>16-bit 3.4 kB + 2</td>
<td>16-bit 3.4 kB + 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack memory</td>
<td>16-bit 3.4 kB + 2</td>
<td>16-bit 3.4 kB + 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register file</td>
<td>16-bit 3.4 kB + 2</td>
<td>16-bit 3.4 kB + 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROG delay pipe</td>
<td>6.4 μs</td>
<td>6.4 μs</td>
<td>6.4 μs</td>
<td>6.4 μs</td>
<td>6.4 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cores</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O buffer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As to area, delay buffers based on analogue design occupy less area than standard buffers. This also results in the superiority of wave-pipelining. On the other hand, the clocking gate unit shown in Fig. 1 occupies 0.036 mm² composed of 29 cells. This is only 1.4% of a media pipe. Thus, the combination of gated clock and wave-pipelining is preferable in view of occupied area.

The power consciousness of HCgorilla.7 is evalu-
ated from dynamic power and the effect of gated clocking is investigated as shown in Fig. 7. The DUV simulator simulates the media processing of the core that repeats a pair of arithmetic instructions 50 times. The instruction pair is issued alternately by one clock to the media pipes of a core. Thus, the number of repetitions by a core is doubled, that is, 50×2 times. Considering applications, for example, various processing of pixels, the repetition of 50×2 times might be not so large. Yet, it is enough from Fig. 7 to show the effect of gated clocking.

The one of two columns noted “Gated clock” in Fig. 7 shows the power consumption of the HCgorilla.7’s core excepting the cipher pipe. The other column noted “Nongated clocking” shows the power consumption of the HCgorilla.5’s core. Since HCgorilla.7 and HCgorilla.5 are implemented in the same chip area by using the same technology, the effectiveness of gated clocking is clear from Fig. 7.

Although it is not obvious from Fig. 7, power reduction of the waved MFU is 50-90% and that of stack access stage is 40-65%. Thus, the effect of gated clocking is large for the target stages of gated clocking, that is, the stack access stage and the waved MFU. This is because HCgorilla’s media pipe is Java compatible and thus it follows a stack machine. Since the stack machine repeats stack access even in processing a simple calculation, it is really reasonable that the stack machine wastes large power in the stack access stage.

Let us briefly summarize the evaluation of a cipher pipe. The area related to the cipher pipes is 2.25 mm², where 16,597 cells are included. The power dissipation of each cipher pipe is 30 mW. As for cipher strength, HCgorilla.7 is superior from Eq. (3). HCgorilla.7’s cipher pipe doubles the number of RNG. The effect of additional area and power due to duplicating RNG is negligibly small.

4. CONCLUSION

HCgorilla has been improved for the next generation ubiquitous environment with particular emphasis on the total optimum design of the clock scheme. This covers gated clock, scan path, and waved MFU carried out various design steps. The improved HCgorilla is implemented in a 0.18-μm CMOS standard cell chip. In view of overall aspects of clock speed, occupied area, power consumption, and hardware security, the HCgorilla.7 chip developed in this study is the best from specific features and quantitative evaluation.

The next step of this study is to further improve clocking as follows.

- Extension of the total clock scheme to the cipher pipe excepting scan test in view of security.
- Distinction between global clock and local clock.
- Introduction of PLL for the local clock.
- Analogue design of buffers for the fine tuning of the waved MFU [14].
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